**Category:** Citizenship  
**Level:** 9-12  
**Area of Focus:** Copyright/Fair Use/Public Domain  
**Materials Needed:** Quizlet (no account needed), the Fair Use Worksheet for distribution

**Big Idea and The Why** (what should students remember after the lesson?): Understanding what copyright and fair use is in reference to the digital world and how they then use that information.

**Mini-Lesson/Content:**
- Review the Definitions using this [Quizlet](https://dcrp.berkman.harvard.edu/node/81)
- Go over the [Fair Use Worksheet](https://dcrp.berkman.harvard.edu/node/81) with the class
- Use the [Fair Use Worksheet](https://dcrp.berkman.harvard.edu/node/81) to determine if the scenarios in this [Quizlet](https://dcrp.berkman.harvard.edu/node/81) are Fair Use

**Discuss or Create:**
- How can you give credit for creative works?  
- How do you know what is Fair Use and when you need permission?  
- How permanent are photos, videos and ideas that you share on the Internet?

**Further Resources/Extending:**
- Berkman Klein Center at Harvard Fair Use for Teachers: [https://dcrp.berkman.harvard.edu/node/81](https://dcrp.berkman.harvard.edu/node/81)